The Heart of UH

Everyone knows it’s the people who are at the heart of UH.

Whether it’s the nurse who calms a frightened patient, a colleague who unravels a complex problem or the EMT who organizes a toy drive, we all know someone who deserves extra “pat on the back.” That’s what the Heart of UH is all about!

Quarterly Employee Recognition Program

And speaking of appreciation, don’t forget about the Quarterly Employee Recognition Program, which allows staff to nominate a fellow colleague for:

• Outstanding Patient Care
• Outstanding Service Excellence and Support
• T.E.A.M. Award (Team/Department)

Details for this program can be found on UHNNet. http://www.uhnj.org/uhnetweb/

Remember...A Little THANKS Goes A Looooooong Way!

Don’t be shy. If someone at UH has inspired you - tell them!

Your words of appreciation will not only make their day, but may also inspire others to pay it forward.